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Research Disclaimer:  

 

 

The information developed in this report is 

intended to be as reliable as possible at the 

time of publication and is of a professional 

nature. This information does not constitute 

managerial, legal, or accounting advice, nor 

should it be considered as a corporate policy 

guide, laboratory manual or an endorsement 

of any product, as much of the information is 

speculative in nature. Renew Global Research 

and the author assume no responsibility for 

any loss or damage that might result from 

reliance on the reported information or from 

its use. 
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Overview:  
 

Financial system has been manipulated throughout 

history to benefit dictatorial governments and as a 

result, just few people are now governing the whole 

financial system. The recent financial crisis 

demonstrated how much an economy may suffer 

from long-term problems such as debasement, 

recession, and inflation because power is 

concentrated in the hands of a few. 

 

All those economic suffering and injustice in the 

financial system gave birth to a revolutionary 

alternative like DEFI – Decentralized Finance. It 

emerged as an effort to reestablish sovereignty by 

introducing open banking through decentralization 

and to help 2 billion people who lack basic 

financial service access. 

 

To understand Defi in-depth let’s start with a smart 

contract first – Smart contracts are digitally 

programmed agreements that enable you to 

exchange anything of value transparently while 

avoiding the use of a middleman. Smart contracts 

can be programmed to receive and redistribute 

digital assets. They can also be programmed with a 

custom set of rules, criteria, and transactions made 

or recorded on a public blockchain, thus ownership 
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of the assets cannot be disputed. Ethereum is the 

biggest smart contract platform out there.  

 

It all started with a telegram chat in August 2018 

between Ethereum engineers and entrepreneurs 

including Inje Yeo of Set Protocol, Blake Henderson 

of 0x, and Brendan Forster of Dharma coined the 

acronym DeFi, which stands for decentralized 

finance. They were debating the term for the 

growing movement of open financial applications 

built on Ethereum. They had examined other 

choices such as Open Horizon, Lattice Network, 

and Open Financial Protocols, but later on, it 

comes out as “DEFY”. 

 

Decentralized Finance (DeFi) :  
 

 

Decentralized finance (Defi) is a term used for a 

digitalized system of financial transactions that 

takes out the component of traditional finance and 

decentralizes them by removing the middleman 

and replacing them with smart contracts by the 

means of blockchain technology. 

Defi is an emerging option for managing financial 

services including lending, borrowing, staking, and 

providing liquidity across platforms. As of Jan2020 

only $603 million were locked in the defi ecosystem 

whereases it was $17.5 billion in 2021 currently, at 
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press time total value locked in the defi ecosystem 

is $180.16 billion which is evident of the growth and 

popularity of this concept. Refer to the chart below 

showing TVL in the defi ecosystem: 

 

 
 

 

TVL (Total value locked) covers all coins placed in 

DeFi protocols functionalities including staking, 

lending and Liquidity Pools but it does not reflect 

the predicted yield on these deposits. 

 

The TVL (Total Value Locked) of a project change 

when consumers make fresh deposits or withdraw 

their funds. It also changes continuously in 

accordance with the fluctuating value of a dollar 

to cryptocurrency including bitcoin, Ethereum, and 

other cryptocurrencies. DeFi protocol’s deposits 

may be denominated in its native token to some 

extent or even entirely, based on project to project. 
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Furthermore, the protocol's TVL (Total Value 

Locked) rises in accordance with the value of its 

native coin. 

 

The combined TVL (Total Value Locked) at press 

time of top defi protocols working on different 

blockchains are: - 
 

 
 

 

 

Curve, Aave, Lido, and Anchor protocols are giving 

neck-to-neck competition to each other ranging 

from $14.91B to $17.98B value locked in their 

respective protocols. CRV is the leading protocol 
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working over nine networks while ANC works over 

only two networks.  

 

AAVE MCap/TVL - 0.10026 is the highest and Curve 

- 0.04615 is the lowest among them. Higher 

Mcap/TVL shows high confidence of users and 

conveys community is bullish on the protocol and 

vice-versa. MakerDAO, Sushiswap, and Compound 

were also top-performing protocols over the 

Ethereum blockchain.  

 

According to Defi Llama, Ethereum is the largest 

network, accounting for over half of all global 

volume. Due to ongoing issues with Ethereum 2.0 

and the global meltdown of markets along with 

interest rate hikes, it is very difficult to categorize the 

best protocol among them. 

 

Protocols can run on a single network or over 

multiple networks, with each network having its 

own TVL (Total Value Locked). An ideal protocol 

should be permissionless, decentralized, 

programmable, trustless, transparent, and 

censorship resistant. Refer below for the graphical 

presentation: 
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How DeFi is different from Traditional 

Finance?   

 

In the traditional financial services system, 

regulators and intermediaries such as banks and 

governments control borrowing and lending 

capacities. The cost of borrowing not only includes 

the interest paid, but also the costs associated with 

regulatory compliance and the lengthy application 

procedure.  

 

The difference between borrowing from a bank 

and through a decentralized platform is not the 

same where you essentially bring future cash flow 
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forwards from today. A loan from the decentralized 

platform is more likely to get a loan from a 

pawnbroker, likewise, you need to bring 

cryptocurrency as collateral, and it gets locked up 

in a smart contract called collateralized debt 

position. 
 

 

 

 

 

                                
 

 

 

In the existing financial system, to adapt to the new 

trend requirements banks and financial 

corporations need to obtain a relevant license and 

various authorizations from regulators. This process 

consumes a lot of effort and time that has 

hampered innovation in traditional financial 

systems. 
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In the case of a decentralized financial system, the 

apps used for lending and borrowing allow users to 

have direct contact with the interface without the 

need for any third-party intervention. This system 

cuts down the time and cost of delays and helps in 

scaling stable capacity based on the user's 

preferences.  

This system also enables the governance 

committee to work for themselves without the need 

for complying with lengthy regulatory procedures 

and incurring high maintenance costs. Simply 

having apps with blockchain capabilities and 

access to the internet qualifies you to access 

financial services and to receive and make 

payments using assets or cryptocurrencies, which 

also removes the requirement of cash. 
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Developers can create financial instruments 

capable of handling digital assets and 

cryptocurrencies without constraints. Tokenization 

of almost anything, from loans to collateral or 

financial obligations because blockchain 

technologies are open and transparent, they can 

make loan issuance, and repayments and ensure 

term compliance through smart contracts. 

 

 

The power of code transparency is one of the most 

obvious DeFi features that highlight the distinctions 

between DeFi and regular banking apps. This 

allows anyone to audit the contract, which builds 

trust among users by allowing everyone to 

understand the contract's operation as the 

transactions are anonymous & protect real identity. 

 

The insurance arrangements in the defi ecosystem 

also use smart contracts and it is transparent in 

every way such as asset creation on DeFi, creation 

of structured pools etc. which allows users to trade 

the digital assets linked to insurance contracts.  

They can also invest in insurance-linked pools 

without complying with any regulatory framework 

and taxes compliances. There are no 

intermediaries, simply move the funds to a 

blockchain-enabled user interface and begin 

managing your assets. Refer below to the pictorial 
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representation of how Defi is simplifying 

transactional workflow through smart contract and 

eliminates intermediaries along with promoting 

decentralization as compared to the traditional 

financial system: 
 

 

 
 

 

The current impression of Defi products and services 

are not truly decentralized. However, the current 

defi ecosystem elements are heavily centralized 

because of the central companies behind them 

creating smart contracts.  

Defi also acts as non-custodial finance where you 

don’t need to depend upon third parties such as 

banks or other financial intermediaries. As you hold 
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the keys to your cryptocurrency therefore you have 

total control. 

 

This seems more accurate to describe the current 

state of defi. It’s all about building more complex 

financial systems on top of the blockchain and 

enabling them to work with the current payment 

system. 

A blockchain that supports smart contracts enables 

you to interact with money and empowers you to 

execute products like loans, collateralized debt, 

fundraising, etc. 

 

If you are borrowing money in defi. It will be 

overcollateralized and if the value of your collateral 

falls, you can face liquidation by a smart contract 

governing collateralized debt position to cover the 

loan. It’s like a pawnbroker selling your item to 

cover the loan amount in case of default or 

nonpayment of dues. 

 

Defi enables you to access many financial 

products or services without having KYC or getting 

approval from anyone along with it doesn’t use 

credit scores or discriminate based on region or 

location. In short, Defi opens up financial products 

to a global audience compared to traditional 

finance. 
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Decentralized finance is proving to be an effective 

tool for accelerating the development of financial 

products that were previously only available 

through large, licensed institutions. 

 

Given the amount of innovation surrounding digital 

ledger technologies, financial derivatives, futures & 

swaps products could all soon become a reality. 

Below is the pictorial representation of network, 

currency and service providers that enables 

financial services in both the system of financing. 
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Although decentralized finance is still in its early 

stages, complete digitalization will liberate the 

wealth locked in traditional finance and 

undoubtedly improve user experience by creating 

appealing models using blockchain technology. 

 

 

Components of DeFi   

 

• Lending and Borrowing - DeFi lending allow 

investors to deposit fiat money via a 

decentralized application and earn interest. An 

individual or a business can borrow money 

through the network and repay the interest 

and borrowed funds before a set deadline. 

These transactions use smart contracts to 

execute the loan, which eliminates the need 

for middlemen and eliminates the need for 

additional fees associated with loans. Below is 

the ongoing interest rate across different 

platforms. 
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Furthermore, this process provides additional 

benefits because peer-to-peer loans allow users to 

obtain loans at lower interest rates than they would 

receive from a bank, and long-term investors can 

earn interest on the loan. This also eliminates the 

lengthy paperwork processing time, making DeFi 

loans much faster than traditional financial 

institutions. 
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• Stable Coins - Stable coins are a type of 

cryptocurrency whose value is linked to 

another asset, such as fiat money, an 

exchange-traded commodity, or another 

cryptocurrency. While cryptocurrencies such as 

Bitcoin and Ethereum are highly volatile, stable 

coins offer a more stable alternative that aims 

to combat price fluctuations. 
 

 
 

 

Stable coins can be used to trade goods and 

services, make faster and cheaper international 

transactions, provide decentralized insurance 

solutions, and derivatives contracts, and provide 

and take out loans. Furthermore, when a country's 

economy falters and its currency depreciates, 

many people turn to stable coins, exchanging their 

fiat money for coins pegged to another country's 

currency in order to preserve their wealth and 

security as seen in Nigeria. 
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• Decentralized Exchanges (DEX)– Decentralized 

exchanges are cryptocurrency exchanges that 

connect buyers and sellers and enable users to 

conduct transactions through a peer-to-peer 

network. 

 They allow you to exchange different 

cryptocurrencies, but you cannot buy digital assets 

with fiat money, trade fiat, or withdraw funds from 

your bank account using decentralized exchanges. 

Here is a brief comparison with the centralized 

exchange. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

DEXs have several advantages, including the 

elimination of intermediaries, the prevention of 
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market manipulation, and anonymity. They also 

provide faster and less expensive transactions than 

centralized exchanges. 

 

DEXs are classified into two types: liquidity pool-

based DEXs and order book-based DEXs. 

Order book-based DEXs follow an order books 

mechanism to consolidate all buy and sell orders of 

an asset. 

 

The assets of a user are kept off-chain, but the 

transaction information is kept in order books on 

the Blockchain. This enables faster trades. Loopring, 

Idex, and PolkaDEX are some order book-based 

DEXs. 

 

DEXs based on liquidity pools are pools of crypto 

funds that are locked into a smart contract. They 

enable users to trade assets in a decentralized, 

efficient, and permission-free manner, as well as 

earn interest on their holdings. Uniswap, Kyber, 

Balancer, and Bancor are some liquidity pool-

based DEXs. 
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Above are the top Dex’s based on trading 

volumes, numbers of tokens listed and market cap. 

As of 10 May, DEX’s 24hr Trading volume clocked at 

$15.99 billion while Uniswap led the arena in terms 

of volume $3.7 billion along with 23.7 market share 

by volume whereas Pancake swap in terms of the 

number of coins 4167  and pairs totalling 5434. 

• Derivatives - In the world of decentralized 

finance, derivatives contracts whose values are 

derived from the performance of an underlying 

financial asset. Commodities, stocks, interest 

rates, bonds, currencies, market indexes, and 

other assets are examples of underlying assets. 
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The primary distinction between DeFi and CeFi 

derivatives is that DeFi derivative markets allow 

anyone to create a contract tied to an asset, 

whereas CeFi derivatives can only be created by a 

central body.  

Furthermore, DeFi derivatives are more accessible 

because users do not need to provide proof of 

identity or eligibility. Dydx and Synthetics are two 

platforms leading this space. 

 

 
 

 

• Insurance - Insurance is a centralized finance 

feature that can be replicated in a 

decentralized ecosystem.  

It ensures compensation guarantees in exchange 

for a premium payment. Insurance is commonly 

used in the DeFi space to protect deposits and 

against smart-contract failure. Nexus Mutual, 
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Opyn and Certik chain are two popular projects 

in this category.  
 

 
 

 

  

It all starts with the policyholder paying a premium 

in form of crypto or native tokens, then the insurer 

has the option to opt for reinsurance or depositing 

the premium into ILS pools. ILS pools will issue tokens 

based on the premium received from the insurer 

and take care of the governance of the structured 

entity. Inflows and outflows will be based on claims 

and settlement ratios. 
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Challenges associated with DeFi 
 

Decentralized finance is no exception to the rule 

that any good technology faces problems before 

its acceptance. One of the most significant 

obstacles to decentralized finance replacing 

traditional banking systems is the requirement that 

consumers trust unregulated open-source 

technology. Because everyone can read the 

source code that powers a decentralized financial 

system, anyone can hack smart contracts and 

obtain all the keys, potentially causing significant 

financial losses. 

 

Understanding and safely using cryptocurrency 

technologies necessitates specific knowledge as 

well as associated risk. The user must protect their 

key and keep it safe, as well as to follow the multi-

factor authentication process in the most private 

way possible. 

 

Furthermore, there have been far too many 

security-related occurrences, necessitating the use 

of severe security and privacy algorithms by 

reputable blockchain development firms. While the 

solution's architects have taken care of the 

process, DeFi users must keep up with changes in 

service conditions across various wallets, 

exchanges, and other crypto initiatives.  
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The decentralized finance application's technology 

is currently undeveloped and unpleasant, and it will 

always be vulnerable to flaws that could harm the 

technology's image. 

 

If decentralized finance is to replace today's 

financial system, it must first address several 

concerns related to scalability, security, liquidity, 

and laws.  
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